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Abstract
Data transmission tends to be neglected when considering the
carbon efficiency of systems, even though the electricity usage
of data networks as a whole is as large, or larger, than that of
data centers. Accounting for carbon cost of the movement of
data is hard, and is often assumed to be the responsibility of
the receiver or an intermediate provider.

To be able to account for the carbon footprint of networks,
mutually agreed metrics are required, covering the end-to-
end environmental cost of data transmission and up-the-stack
network software costs of data processing, rather than merely
the independent network devices.

Beyond discussing the considerations for defining these
metrics, this paper suggests building upon existing practices,
such as network telemetry, programmable network elements
and cost-aware routing to enable carbon-intelligent network-
ing, a concept that goes beyond network energy efficiency
and considers the impact of energy decarbonization on the
routing and scheduling of data transmission.

1 Introduction

Current models predict that if nothing is done to slow cli-
mate change, global temperatures may increase by 4 degrees
Celsius or more by the year 2100 [8, 22, 26], posing an exis-
tential threat to humanity. Although there are many contribut-
ing factors, energy production and consumption has one of
the most direct impacts on the environment. The Informa-
tion/Communications Technology (ICT) industry is one of
the biggest consumers of electricity. The ICT industry’s esti-
mated consumption of worldwide electricity stands at 2-3%
today, and it is predicted to increase to between 8-21% by
2030 [3,4]. It is therefore critical that the technology industry
considers not only how to reduce its electricity consumption,
but also the transition to cleaner sources of energy.

However, quantifying, and subsequently reducing, the con-
sumption of electricity is no easy task. Let’s consider a typical
web-based mobile application—for convenience, let’s call it

Application X—and ask ourselves: what is the electricity con-
sumption of Application X?

There are many contributors. We must account for the elec-
tricity usage of the mobile device running the application. We
also must account for the infrastructure that carries the appli-
cation message over the radio link to a cell tower. Then, we
add the cell tower, which is typically shared by more than one
carrier, and, the fiber connecting the tower to the Internet back-
bone networks, owned by various Internet service providers.
We must include the data center, which runs the application
logic in a cloud platform shared by different businesses. The
application logic is likely distributed, sending additional mes-
sages in the form of remote procedure calls (RPCs) to other
services. If we care about sustainability, we need to measure
the aggregated impact of each of these components.

There have been several promising initiatives focusing on
some of the individual contributors. For example, reducing
the power consumption of microprocessors was a major focus
of the computer architecture community in the 2000s, leading
to both new research as well as tools for modeling power
consumption [9]. Reducing data center power consumption
has long been a goal for industry, perhaps because there is a
direct operational cost. However, there is still a lot to be ac-
counted for when trying to accurately measure the electricity
consumed, let alone the carbon footprint of sending a packet
from one’s phone to a service running in a data center.

The accounting gap can be attributed to several factors,
including a lack of awareness of the problem; a lack of stan-
dards for who should be responsible for collecting and attest-
ing to what data; and a lack of tools for collecting data. In the
systems research community, much of the work on power con-
sumption has focused on data centers, rather than end-to-end
networked systems [23, 31, 42].

On the standards side, when there are multiple parties in-
volved, it is often unclear who should take “ownership”. For
example, if there are Netflix applications running on a server
at an ISP’s Point of Presence (PoP), then it is expected that
the ISP would account for energy consumption [29] . On the
tools side, there are a wide range of network monitoring tools
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for collecting traditional metrics, such as latency, throughput,
and packet loss. However, these metrics are related to perfor-
mance or security, rather than power consumption and its link
to carbon impact.

In his book on software dynamics, Sites [35] argues that the
network is one of the four fundamental resources that must
be considered when reasoning about end-to-end performance
issues. He calls the unattributed communication time “the
slop”. Similarly, in this paper, we argue that the network is
also one of the fundamental resources that need to be observed
when measuring energy consumption. We need to measure
the electricity consumption of “the slop", including all of its
components.

Knowing the total electricity usage is not enough. We must
also be able to derive the carbon-intensity of that electricity, in
order to determine the carbon footprint of network elements,
whether hardware or software, when they are pressed into ser-
vice. Technically, carbon intensity is defined as the amount of
carbon by weight emitted per unit of energy consumed. For the
purposes of this paper, we use the term informally to convey
how “green” is an energy source. Simply put, the carbon in-
tensity is an important factor in the carbon footprint equation;
the lower the better. In this paper, we acknowledge that the
terms power-efficiency and -consumption, energy-efficiency
and -consumption and carbon-efficiency and -emissions, are
interlinked but not interchangeable.

2 The Energy Consumption of Networks

Today, it is hard to quantify the energy consumption of net-
works that comprise what we think of as the Internet infras-
tructure. There have been a few studies that analyze networks
within the broader ICT footprint [20,24,25], but they are some-
what limited due to the scarcity of data available. Moreover,
there was a long delay from when that data was collected and
when those results were published, meaning that existing stud-
ies have stale information that fail to capture ongoing changes
in networking hardware, protocols, scale, traffic density, etc.
Given that the number of Internet users is expected to grow
by 29.4% between 2018—2023, and mobile IoT connections
3.6-fold over the same period [12], this lag in reporting is
much less acceptable.

The data that we do have suggests that networks are a
dominant component in the carbon footprint of digital in-
frastructure. Some studies even suggest that networks have
1.5× the electricity usage of data centers [24], although their
scope is unclear. Barroso [7] indicates that within data centers,
networks already account for 10%-20% of the energy.

While cloud service providers such as Amazon consumed
24TWh of electricity in 2020 [2], and Google consumed
15.4TWh of energy in 2021 [16], Internet service providers
(ISP) consume energy on the same scale. For example, BT
consumed 3.3TWh [11], Vodafone consumed 5.8TWh [40]
and Telefonica consumed 6.1TWh [36]. AT&T consumed

17.1TWh [5] across all its businesses, which may not be in-
dicative of the digital infrastructure alone. Given the large
number of ISPs worldwide, the aggregate energy consumed
by communications is clearly substantial.

ISPs are already significantly invested in improving their
networks’ energy consumption. For example, Telefonica re-
ports its energy consumption per petabyte (PB) of data, and
set a goal to reduce this consumption by 90% between 2015
and 2025, already achieving 86% reduction by 2021. How-
ever, Telefonica’s traffic cost is still 54MWh/PB, and it has
seen 6.7× growth in traffic between 2015 and 2021. It is con-
servative to assume that network demand will only increase,
with next generation networks roll-out, the growth in use of
edge computing, the adoption of IoT, and the sheer volume
of data being created by users and for users [39].

3 Carbon Reporting Metrics:
Technical Challenges

Most of the sustainability reports previously quoted [2,11,16,
36, 40] report their energy consumption and carbon efficiency
as a bulk number, the aggregation of all consumption contribu-
tions. This approach, however, is ill fitted where networking
is considered.

First, the carbon efficiency of a network service or a
networked-application operation can cross multiple adminis-
trative domains, and may be mixed with other services sharing
the network. Second, similar to other computing hardware
such as CPUs, the power consumption may be sensitive to traf-
fic load, and different devices, based on different technologies
(e.g., ASIC, SoC, FPGA) and manufacturing processes, will
have a different utilization-to-power profiles. Some devices
will be more power-proportional (e.g., ASIC), while others
(e.g., FPGA) will have an almost constant consumption for a
given program [37].

On top of the above, the carbon footprint of a network plat-
form is composed of multiple components: a network chip
(e.g., switch ASIC), transceivers, fans, control and manage-
ment devices, power supply and control, and others. A vendor
may choose to present a device as environmentally friendly,
but neglect additional carbon sources such as the effect of
transceivers (e.g., 64×400G vs 256×100G) or the need for
co-processing devices. Additionally, the work done in the
network stack at the end-point also contributes to the overall
carbon footprint.

To properly account for the carbon efficiency of network-
ing, we argue for an end-to-end approach, as is commonly
recommended for applications in security, fault tolerance, and
reliable delivery [32]. Specifically: (1) Devices should be able
to report their real-time or near real-time electricity consump-
tion, (2) Devices should be able to report the carbon-intensity
or quality of consumed electricity, (3) There should be a mech-
anism to tie items 1 and 2 back to an application, e.g., what
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percentage of electricity does an individual application con-
sume, (4) Applications and services should react in (near)
real-time to carbon-related information collected from the
network.

With these four items, we could create end-to-end network-
ing solutions optimized for carbon efficiency with maximum
coverage. Below, we discuss the technical challenges related
to the above.

Reporting real-time electricity consumption. Today, net-
work equipment manufacturers tend to report the maximum
power consumption of a platform, for power and cooling pur-
poses, but this may not be a suitable metric; the difference
between average and maximum may be large (or small), and
may not represent the actual platform carbon emissions.

Reporting the electricity consumption of network devices
is an engineering project more than a technology challenge.
The ability to monitor the power consumption of different
components of a platform exists — but requires vendors to
add support for it on their platforms. In particular, power
consumption information needs to be fed back to the platform
itself, and continuously so.

The absence of hardware support within the platform does
not mean that we need to wait for new devices to come to the
market. It is possible to leverage proxy data that will indicate
usage (e.g., in switches, there is a correspondence between
throughput and power consumption).

To make use of the real-time information, there is a need
for an end-to-end reporting mechanism. Just like in-network
telemetry is used to analyze end-to-end network performance,
the reporting mechanism will utilize the network itself for the
purpose of collecting statistics, combined with measurements
of the software stack on the endpoint. This mechanism can
be viewed as “the network telemetry of carbon efficiency.”

Reporting electricity carbon intensity. Electricity con-
sumption is not an indication of carbon emissions, as the
carbon intensity of the energy source must be factored in.
Therefore, it is required that a device not only reports electric-
ity consumption, but also the carbon intensity of the electricity
it consumed. When comparing network elements, a coarse
grain distinction could be made between elements consuming
electricity from renewable energy sources versus fossil fuel,
while more fine grain distinctions might include the embodied
carbon or energy losses.

Several organizations have created APIs to deliver near real-
time measurements for carbon-intensity [13] [41] [34] [38].
While these are already being used by cloud service providers
to make decisions about where best to place workloads result-
ing in the least carbon footprint, network operators have yet
to embrace this knowledge operationally (discussed further
in Section 5.1).

Although these APIs exist, the availability of carbon inten-
sity data is not without its challenges. While many regions

globally are making carbon intensity data available publicly,
coverage is incomplete. Additionally, the frequency of the
data updates varies considerably across regions. Some opera-
tors report relatively static average values over large regions,
whereas others report at finer granularities such as minutes or
hours, depending on the nature of the energy supply (solar,
wind, battery). Traditionally in networking, high-resolution
information is preferred, for example, to detect micro-bursts
of traffic. This isn’t necessarily a requirement for reporting
carbon intensity, a measurement that comes from the electri-
cal grid. As more renewables are integrated into the grid, there
will be a proliferation of smaller regions reporting carbon-
intensity measurements, for a growing number of non-utility-
owned distributed energy resources. Thus there is a need for
finer grain spatial data, beyond the coarse-grain zone bound-
aries currently defined by the independent system operators
that coordinate, control and monitor the operation of the elec-
trical grid. The measurement data must also be verifiable,
especially if it is being used to prove regulatory compliance
to emissions thresholds or reductions, and a need for these in-
dependent resources to communicate with the broader electric
grid infrastructure.

Smart grids have been taking advantage of Advanced Me-
tering Infrastructure (AMI) for years now, using bi-directional
power line communication, to collect information from smart
meters [18]. The same technology can be used by the energy
supplier to provide information about the source and the qual-
ity of the electricity in-band with the supply. Both the energy
provider, and the network operator, would need to add new
support: the energy provider by sending electricity-quality
information (periodically or through dedicated API), and the
network operator by processing and propagating this informa-
tion as part of in-network telemetry (INT) [21] updates.

Tying electricity consumption and carbon intensity to ap-
plications. Given the reporting of real-time electricity con-
sumption, and the carbon intensity of the electricity, the two
can be exposed to applications. On the end host side, carbon
emissions of all devices could become an IO device on the
system, exposing the data through a system level API (e.g.,
/dev/carbon). Existing telemetry infrastructure (e.g., Intel’s
DeepInsight) could read this information, and tie it to an ap-
plication, or even packet level, using an in-network telemetry
solution [21].

Section 5 discusses some challenges and proposals to turn
the information into a working, useful solution. In particular,
at the first stage it is assumed that a solution will be limited
to a single administrative system, where the operator has full
knowledge and control of the deployed network platforms.
As many applications will be running in parallel, exposing
application-specific insights from telemetry information re-
mains a challenge.
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4 Carbon Reporting Metrics: Policy

A network platform has both an embedded carbon footprint,
from its manufacturing, and an operational carbon footprint,
from its usage. In this paper it is assumed that the operational
footprint eclipses the embedded footprint, based on the ex-
pected lifetime of network elements and their “size” (higher
performance devices that consume a large amount of elec-
tricity) [20]. However, this may not be a valid assumption as
more consumer devices, take on networking services.

We expect network device and equipment vendors will
want to be able to leverage the energy ratings of their devices
for comparative purposes, attracting customers seeking sus-
tainable designs; thus these metrics need to be adapted for a
carbon-aware networking context.

To uncover the real cost of networking and adopt sustain-
able solutions, the following steps should be taken:

• Use standard metrics. Manufacturers, service providers
and users should all use agreed upon metrics. These metrics
should be networking-specific and standardized through
organizations such as the ITU, IEEE, and IETF. Two green
routing metrics proposed in [19] are carbon intensity and
environmental waste.

• Provide carbon efficiency under different loads. The car-
bon efficiency of devices changes under load, and maximum
figures may misrepresent power-proportional devices. To
this end, carbon efficiency metrics should be reported un-
der different loads. As link-utilization and packet-rate may
yield different results, the agreed metrics should consider
using the functionality available on devices for reporting
purposes (See §5).

• Provide measured results. In platforms built from multi-
ple components, the carbon efficiency rating should rely on
measurements of the platform as a whole. Using maximum
or datasheet-reported value of each individual component
is easy to do, but will misrepresent (often for the worse)
the real carbon efficiency of a platform. For devices, ac-
counting for mandatory overheads (e.g., power, cooling,
transceivers) is needed to truly represent their operational
carbon footprint.

• Using standard evaluation environments. Using stan-
dard evaluation setups is common in electronic devices, but
software systems suffer from a reproducibility crisis. To
accurately report network platforms carbon efficiency, the
evaluation environments and tests must be standard and
reproducible, covering both hardware and software aspects.
In particular, where network devices are concerned, the in-
ternal configuration of devices (e.g., stages, acceleration
engines) should be known, as otherwise vendors may turn
off functionality to achieve better energy rating.

• Avoid double counting. Reporting the end-to-end power
efficiency of a system or of networks’ use should avoid

double counting of intermediate elements (e.g., switches)
by multiple elements of the system.

• Trustworthy networking. The AI community has devel-
oped and adopted mechanisms for trustworthy AI, rang-
ing from algorithms and software to systems and hard-
ware [6, 10]. Many mechanisms, such as auditing and in-
terpretability, the latter of which addresses the needs of
audiences with diverse expertise, should be adopted by the
networking community when addressing carbon-efficiency.

• Real-Time Observability. All the previous recommenda-
tions indicate that there is a need for network devices to
extract, derive, account for, and report their actual energy
consumption. Providing real time information will allow the
construction of a closer-to-reality picture of the cross-layer
effects of networking on the environment.

5 Towards Carbon-Aware Networking

The presence of carbon-efficiency metrics, and the use of
INT, enables the development of new carbon-aware routing.
Building upon past cost-aware routing algorithms [14, 27,
43], carbon-aware routing will try to use the most carbon-
efficient end-to-end route, based on information from network
elements along the way.

As suggested in Section 3, a simple approach would limit
the routing to a single autonomous system (AS), where the
administrator has full control over the network. Using existing
knowledge of the devices within the network, or by collecting
the energy rating of devices using a variant of INT [21], routes
can be energy-rated. The optimization function could then
seek the least (best) end-to-end energy-rated path.

The above approach, however, does not account for the
length of a route. Would N hops through A-rated switches
be better than N/2 hops through B-rated devices? Therefore,
route calculations must be weighted, with a different weight
for every energy rating level.

This second approach is not ideal either, as it is likely to
lead to congestion and does not account for differences in
energy efficiency under different loads. A better approach
would consider the current load on different devices in the
network and the carbon efficiency gradient of a device. This
becomes a multi-route optimization problem. If the problem
is limited to a single administrative entity, which also updates
the various routing tables, this is feasible.

The discussion so far assumed that identical switches have
identical carbon footprints, no matter their location. This is,
however, inaccurate. Switches powered by renewable energy
will be “greener” than those powered from fossil-fuel sources,
and should be preferred. While the trade-off between decar-
bonization and power efficiency of devices is open to debate
(i.e., should a switch powered by solar energy be preferred
over one powered by fossil fuel, even if power consumption
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is ×100 higher?), this question is beyond the scope of this
paper. Nonetheless, we advocate to enable visibility into these
measurements for others to decide.

Below, we make the distinction between carbon-aware ver-
sus carbon-intelligent, i.e., knowing the carbon emissions
and minimizing them while still applying standard routing
practices, versus knowing the carbon emissions and taking dif-
ferent approaches to routing and scheduling of data-transfer,
such as delaying transmission to align with the availability of
(excess) renewables.

5.1 Carbon-Intelligent Routing

Carbon-intelligent1 computing [30] has been developed by
cloud providers to account for carbon intensity when allocat-
ing compute capacity; workloads are time- or space-shifted
to maximize the usage of renewable energy, to reduce the
ICT footprint. In addition, carbon-intelligent computing can
behave like a virtual battery [1] to help the electrical grid to
consume excess renewable energy that would otherwise be
wasted. Similarly, carbon-intelligent routing has an important
role to play to allow the transfer of data across the network
in a manner that is most carbon-efficient, employing similar
carbon-intelligent techniques.

Inspiration can be taken from deterministic networking
technologies such as DetNet [15] that aim to deliver certain
guaranteed network behaviors, such as a worst case end-to-
end latency. The idea here would be to expand the metrics that
define network determinism, to request that data transmission
stay below a fixed carbon-intensity threshold or within an
overall carbon footprint budget along a route. Delay Tolerant
Networks (DTN) can therefore be an ideal technology to
enable carbon-intelligent data transfer, supporting the time-
shifting or deferral of data transmissions to align with the
production and storage of clean energy.

Content Distribution Networks make an even more com-
pelling case, due to the dominance of streaming content in the
network [33]. Currently, content providers distribute content
to caches during off-peak hours, to reduce network congestion
during peak hours. Carbon-intelligent routing will optimize
content distribution also by the availability of renewable en-
ergy and the optimization of routing for carbon-efficiency.

Carbon-intelligent routing will lead to geographically lo-
calized routing decisions. If currently cached video content
is distributed from the US to Italy and to Norway around the
same time, due to similarity in time zones and peak/off-peak
hours, the strategy might be different when energy sources are
considered: Norway’s main renewable energy is hydropower
that is continuously available, while Italy’s is solar that is only
intermittently.

1The terms carbon-intelligent [30] and carbon-responsive [28] are often
used interchangeably.

5.2 Carbon-Intelligent Network Telemetry

To support carbon-intelligent routing, information is required
about the properties of the network devices along the routing
path. In-network telemetry enables collecting this information,
adding reports from every device along a route to a telemetry
packet’s header.

Section 5 described some of the challenges and pathways
to carbon-aware and carbon-intelligent routing. The ability
to develop algorithms for either depends on the information
available through telemetry. Information such as the energy
rating of a device is easy to collect, as this is static information.
The use of renewable energy is another type of information
that can be collected, either as a binary indicator (yes/no),
a carbon-intensity (percentage of energy mix that is carbon-
based) or as a bitmap or heatmap [17] indicating the times
when renewable energy is available.

Collecting and stewarding more comprehensive informa-
tion is an open research question. For example, information
about the current power consumption of a network device is
typically not available from within the chip. Moreover, this
information is insufficient, as additional overheads need to
be taken into account (fans, power supplies, transceivers, and
more). It is not a major technological challenge to build a
CPU routine that collects this information and periodically
loads it to a programmable switch’s register, however it will
be a challenge to widely deploy such solutions.

6 Conclusion and a Call to Action

Carbon-awareness and intelligence in networking will play
across multiple layers: from the physical layer and the rout-
ing later to the application layer, and including the network
stack. Having visibility in each of these layers into the con-
sequences of data transfer means that better decisions can
be made: applications and services that consume less carbon
resources will be preferred, and routes will be taken where
carbon footprint is minimized. The confluence of cross-layer
efforts is mandatory to achieve a tangible effect.

Networking needs to be carbon-efficient, like any other
part of digital infrastructure. Its disaggregated nature makes
its accounting harder, but possible. The proposed solutions
described here are only early stepping stones. To achieve real
progress, standard metrics need to be supported, and reported,
by network devices. We call the community to join the effort
to define these metrics and to work with the electrical grid
community to standardize carbon-intensity data.

Designing carbon-intelligent routing solutions is the next
big challenge in networking, encompassing technical, organi-
zational, and cross-disciplinary aspects. New algorithms are
needed, and understanding how to balance energy consump-
tion with decarbonization, attending to the dynamic nature of
changes in efficiency, and providing accountability and inter-
pretability. Together, we can make networking truly green.
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